This paper deals with the calibration of the analogue chains of a Square Kilometre Array (SKA) phased aperture array station, using embedded element patterns (one per antenna in the array, thus accounting for the full effects of mutual coupling) or average element patterns to generate model visibilities. The array is composed of 256 log-periodic dipole array antennas. A simulator capable of generating such per-baseline model visibility correlation matrices was implemented. This allowed for a direct comparison of calibration results using StEFCal (Statistically Efficient and Fast Calibration) with both pattern types. Calibrating the array with StEFCal using simulator-generated model visibilities was successful and thus constitutes a possible routine for calibration of an SKA phase aperture array station. However, results indicate that there was no significant advantage in calibrating with embedded element patterns, with StEFCal successfully retrieving similar per-element coefficients with model visibilities generated with either pattern type. Data from the AAVS-1 (Aperture Array Verification System 1) prototype station in Western Australia was used for demonstration purposes.
INTRODUCTION
SKA1-low will be one of two telescopes to be deployed during Phase 1 of the Square Kilometre Array (SKA). The SKA project will be jointly hosted across two continents and will have a maximum total collecting area of 1 million square metres (Schilizzi et al. (2008) ). SKA1-Mid will consist of an interferometer with 197 dishes (15 m in diameter) hosted in the Karoo radio reserve in South Africa, while SKA1-low will be hosted in Western Australia (Dewdney et al. (2009) ). The latter will comprise of 512 stations (phased aperture arrays) of 256 log-periodic dipole array antennas each for a total of 2 17 antennas, covering the low frequency radio regime between 50 and 350 MHz (Farnes et al. (2018) ). By the time of its completion the SKA will be the largest and most powerful radio telescope at m-and cm-wavelengths, E-mail: josef.borg@um.edu.mt with an expected sensitivity ∼50 times that of any other radio telescope (Johnston et al. (2007) ).
The site selected for SKA1-low is a radio-quiet zone in the Australian outback, spanning several thousand km 2 of extremely sparsely populated land, making it ideal for faint radio signal observations due to very low levels of radio frequency interference (RFI) (Offringa et al. (2015) ). With all antennas being stationary, SKA-Low will truly be an allelectronic telescope enabled by advanced signal processing, with the telescope's sheer scale presenting a significant challenge.
The main scientific targets for SKA1-low include high red-shift imaging of HI (Datta et al. (2016) ), pulsar timing (Smits et al. (2009) ) and detection of the Epoch of Re-ionization (EoR) signal (Faulkner & de Vaate (2015) , Mellema et al. (2013) ). Due to the large number of sparsely located antennas, SKA1-low will be capable of highly flexible aperture control which can be easily configured using software and which shall allow very high dynamic range observations.
As part of the verification process, a single SKA1-low station of 256 antennas has been deployed in Murchison Radio Observatory (MRO) (Tingay et al. (2013) ) in the Western Australian desert, named Aperture Array Verification System 1 (AAVS-1) (Benthem et al. (in prep.) ). AAVS-1 follows the previous SKA verification system, AAVS-0.5, which was composed of 16 log-periodic dipole antennas (Sutinjo et al. (2015) ). Although AAVS-1 could be used as a scientific instrument in its own right, the main purpose of the array is that of developing a prototype routine for SKA1-low design validation. The development of calibration strategies is an important aspect of this validation process, with every SKA1-low station required to carry out its own calibration routine accordingly. As such, AAVS-1 provides an ideal platform for assessing such strategies (Magro et al. (2017) ).
This study proposes one such calibration strategy for AAVS-1 while assessing the requirement for embedded pattern responses to be considered. A simulator was implemented for this strategy, capable of generating model visibilities using an appropriate sky model and the required element patterns. Calibration with StEFCal (Statistically Efficient and Fast Calibration) (Salvini & Wijnholds (2014b) ) was implemented, using the simulator-generated per-baseline visibilities to retrieve per-element calibration coefficients for channelized observation data retrieved from AAVS-1.
Calibration results using StEFCal were assessed accordingly using different observation coordinates. Additionally, calibration using visibility correlation matrices generated using embedded element pattern responses was assessed against the same calibration routine using visibilities with only an average element pattern response considered. In this manner, the study aims to ascertain whether embedded element patterns are necessary for calibrating an AAVS-1 station.
SIMULATIONS AND OBSERVATIONS
The simulator and calibration strategy implemented will be hereunder described. Section 2.1 separately deals with the simulation and perusal of element patterns (subsection 2.1.1), the selection of a local sky model from a global sky model, relevant for a particular observation (subsection 2.1.2) and the computation of per-baseline visibilities to populate a model correlation matrix subsection 2.1.3. Section 2.2 identifies data acquisition details, using AAVS-1, which was hence used for calibration testing. Subsequently, section 2.3 identifies the calibration routine employed and presents a comparison of calibration results obtained with model visibilities generated using embedded or average element patterns.
Model Visibilities Simulator
The prototype simulator implemented for this study was developed in Python. It allows for several simulation parameters to be defined, making a number of different simulation scenarios possible. User-defined parameters include the telescope model itself, observation-specific parameters such Figure 1 . Normalized station beam pattern power (in dB) for an AAVS-1 station of 256 elements, using embedded element patterns retrieved from spherical harmonics using the spherical wave expansion at 110MHz (above) and 160MHz (below). as observation start time, end time and time step interval, observation frequency channel, sky model to be used and frequency-specific embedded element pattern data. In place of the latter, spherical harmonic data from which the simulator can generate embedded pattern responses at a specified frequency (de Lera Acedo et al. (2011) ) accordingly can be provided instead.
Additionally, the simulator can be configured to generate an average element pattern from the embedded element patterns, either for testing purposes or for requested calibration routine runs. It is possible to generate observationspecific sky models for an observation, such that the user can generate the required models to calibrate with from the array's location at the observation time. It is however also possible to use sky models previously generated with the simulator, thus resulting in less computation time required for generation of user-requested per-baseline visibilities.
Element Pattern Simulations
The simulator can make use of either previously generated embedded pattern responses or generate its own embedded element responses from spherical harmonics provided by the user, as aforementioned. The latter allows for multifrequency simulations requiring a significantly smaller storage footprint per frequency channel, without a loss in accuracy in obtaining arbitrary far-field points for a beam model. Figure 1 shows the AAVS-1 station pattern calculated as demonstrated in equation 6 at 110MHz and 160MHz, combining embedded element patterns retrieved from spherical harmonics using the spherical wave expansion, as described in Sokolowski et al. (2017) and de Lera Acedo et al. (2011) , reproduced for reference purposes in Appendix 1. The simulations in this paper have been performed using the commercial code FEKO (HyperWorks (FEKO)) and validated against the in-house code HARP (Bui- Van et al. (2018) ). Both of these employ methods of Moments electromagnetic solvers, but they use significantly different approaches for the solution of the array mutual coupling.
Local Sky Model Selection
The local sky model refers to the hemisphere from a global sky model which is present above the horizon at an observation time τ 0 from a particular location on the Earth's surface. With a continuously changing local sky model, any simulated observation starting at τ 0 and ending at τ 1 with a time step interval of t seconds will require n different local sky models to be computed, with one model sky for every separate interval required accordingly.
For calibration purposes, the time-step interval can be user-defined and would be expected to vary between observations, depending on the instrument, observation details and the observer's scientific goal. The time step interval would be selected according to the timescale over which coherence for a particular observation is expected to be lost, referred to as the coherence time (Rogers & Moran (1981) ). This would change significantly with varying array baseline lengths and observation frequencies, with longer baselines and higher frequencies reducing coherence time to possibly sub-minute timescales for certain scientific goals. The requirement for a fast, real-time calibration strategy could thus be required in such cases, with successive local sky model selection on short time scales being necessary for frequent calibration runs. The global sky model used for the simulations carried out in this study is the 408MHz HASLAM All-Sky Map (Haslam et al. (1982) ), scaled accordingly for simulations at different observation frequencies. Figure 2 represents three Figure 2 . Reproduced snapshot projections of the local sky model from the AAVS-1 station location, showing logarithmic representations of brightness temperature. Snapshots for 2 hours prior to meridian transit (above), at meridian transit (middle) and 2 hours after meridian transit of Sagittarius A* (below) are shown. local sky model projections at different times; two hours prior to, two hours after and at the meridian transit time for Sagittarius A*. The equatorial right ascension α and declination σ coordinates of a point on the sky present above the telescope location with longitude ω and latitude ψ at observation Julian date τ J D were calculated for every horizontal coordinate point with altitude θ and azimuth φ.
The declination σ can be calculated as shown in equation 1.
On the other hand, right ascension α is defined as given in equation 2, where Θ LST is the local sidereal time, calculated from Greenwich sidereal time (GST) and the longitude ω.
The simulator's local sky model selection module consequently selects the global sky model right ascension and declination sky brightness values located closest to the equatorial coordinates above the horizon from the global HASLAM map sky model. The local sky model from the AAVS-1 location at an intended observation time was hence retrieved for calibration purposes in this study.
The local sky model selection would be expected to be a computationally expensive task to undergo for every different observation carried out. Hence, sky models can be generated once at a particular time step interval and saved for further perusal in future simulations with the same interval. Such sky models can be generated at a small time scale interval, equivalent to the minimum coherence time envisaged as a sufficient requirements for any planned observational scientific targets. In this manner, sky model selection and model visibilities generation would not be a requisite step for any real-time calibration strategies. Users could then peruse required model visibilities from a previously compiled model library, matching their observation parameters accordingly at the time interval necessary for their respective observation goals. This would mean that observers could progress directly to the chosen calibration routine, used to calibrate in real time with a frequency equivalent to their chosen time interval.
Model Visibilities Computation
With the embedded element patterns and the local sky model computed at the same resolution and projected in the same coordinate system, pixel matching was ensured. The resolution selected for simulation purposes was that of the local sky model selected from the HASLAM map, since it is possible to generate the embedded element patterns at any required resolution from spherical harmonics. It was therefore possible to compute model baseline visibilities using equation 3, as defined in Ung (2019) . The term c in equation 3 is the integral for the crosscorrelations for antennas i and j across all sky directions, as shown in equation 4, where T is the sky temperature brightness at horizontal coordinates θ and φ andē i is the element pattern response for antenna i in the same horizontal coordinate directions.
The simulator computes the full correlation matrix of model baseline visibilities, including auto-correlations. Figure 3 is a representation of a full correlation matrix of model visibilities, with some user-defined antennas switched off. This is a necessary consideration for any real-world calibration strategy, since inactive antennas in an array would otherwise be incorrectly calibrated, skewing complex gain coefficient computation for other array antennas.
For calibration testing purposes, it is also possible to generate mock uncalibrated visibilities with added phase errors, also user-defined. Any phase error defined by the user is a range limit, and every element will be assigned a random Gaussian phase error within these set limits. These perelement errors are recorded to allow assessment of calibration testing results accordingly. Equation 5 shows the inclusion of complex noise terms in the computation of baseline visibilities, where V e i V e * j is the mock real cross-correlation for the baseline between antennas i and j with per-element phase errors φ i and φ j respectively. Figure 4 . A 24 hour observation calibrated using model visibilities generated with an average element pattern, steered to the meridian transit coordinates for Centaurus A. Calibration was carried out separately at 900 second intervals, in order to calibrate on Sagittarius A* at different elevations, but only one of these calibrated data sets is shown in this figure (calibration with Sagittarius A* at highest elevation, during meridian transit). The three distinct peaks retrieved correspond to the expected passage times of the Vela-X pulsar, the Centaurus A galaxy and the Milky Way galactic plane (region in Scorpius) respectively. The 24 hour model visibilities used for calibration are included for comparison, as are the original uncalibrated visibilities for the 24 hour data set retrieved from AAVS-1.
Light Curve Computation
Validation of observation simulations required computation and assessment of light curves for AAVS-1 over a sufficient observation period. Light curves for a stationary telescope such as AAVS-1 show the total power observed by the array as the Earth rotates over the observation period.
The light curve computation firstly requires the calculation of the station beamē S as shown in equation 6, where e H and e V are the horizontal and vertical embedded response planes as calculated from the spherical wave expansion, defined in Appendix 1.
The integrated station beam is then calculated by integrating over all sky directions θ, φ as demonstrated in equation 7.
The directive beamē DS is computed using the station beam and integrated station beam as shown in equation 8.
Finally, a single light curve point L τ during an observation at time τ is retrieved following integration over all sky directions θ, φ for the directive beam and the sky T visible from the AAVS-1 location at time τ, as demonstrated in equation 9. This is repeated for all time step intervals of the observation, obtaining light curve values for the entire observation, thus constructing the observation light curve.
It should be noted that the simulator light curve computation can be requested as a standalone simulator operation, if requested as such by the user.
Observation with AAVS-1
A 24-hour test observation with AAVS-1 was acquired on 11th April 2019, starting at 07:12 UTC, using the data acquisition software developed for this prototype Magro et al. Figure 5 . A comparison between the peak retrieved for the galactic core transit after calibrating with an average element pattern (above) and with embedded element patterns (below), using Sagittarius A* itself at different elevations as the calibration source.
(2019). A single frequency channel was selected to be transmitted to the processing server, which was then saved to disk for offline processing. Channel 204 (159.375 MHz) was selected since it lies within a low Radio Frequency Interference (RFI) part of the band, making it ideal for calibration testing in this case study.
The AAVS-1 digital back-end was instructed to transmit this channel synchronously from all 256 array antennas. These data streams result in a total of ∼8 Gbps, which cannot be saved continuously to disk, so a ∼1 ms snapshot was persisted every three minutes. Each snapshot was saved as a separate file containing the channelised voltages from all antennas and associated UTC timestamps accordingly. Upon completion of the observation, a cross correlation matrix for each snapshot was generated using an offline correlator. Selected observation cross-correlation matrices, containing the true uncalibrated baseline visibilities, were subsequently used for calibration purposes with corresponding model cross-correlation matrices, separately generated with the visibilities simulator.
Calibration
StEFCal was implemented as a calibration routine for AAVS-1 in this study. It is a minimization algorithm, aimed at reducing the differences δ between model visibilities and uncalibrated visibilities to an acceptable tolerance level δ t by retrieving best-fit per-element coefficients (Salvini & Wijnholds (2014a) ). As such, model baseline visibilities retrieved from the simulator for an observation time τ and uncalibrated baseline visibilities from AAVS-1 acquired at the same observation time were used to retrieve per-element calibration coefficients accordingly using StEFCal.
The StEFCal algorithm as implemented for AAVS-1 is summarized in Appendix 2.
Results
Assessment of the calibration routine was initially commenced using simulator-generated datasets. Sanity checks using identical model and real mock visibilities as routine inputs yielded an identity matrix G of calibration coefficients, as expected. Additional verification of the routine involved the use of visibilities generated with average element patterns as the calibration model, while using their counterparts generated with embedded element patterns as the mock uncalibrated data. Figure 6 provides the phase coefficients (in absolute degrees) retrieved per antenna on calibration with these datasets, which constitute an indication of the expected variation in coefficients retrieved when calibrating with either embedded or average patterns. A median per-antenna phase coefficient variation of 4.7 • was found to be introduced when calibrating mock real visibilities as described. As such, this is the median phase coefficient error expected to be introduced through the use of an average element pattern for the purposes of generating model visibilities for calibration.
Calibration quality was subsequently assessed using real AAVS-1 data, obtained via a 24 hour observation as described in Section 2.2. Calibration on Sagittarius A* was carried out at different elevation pointing directions, at no lower than 60 degrees altitude. Observation correlation matrices from two hours before and after the meridian transit of Sagittarius A* were thus retrieved. Calibration was subsequently carried out with matching model visibilities, generated with the simulator described in this study. Calibration results were separately retrieved with model visibilities generated using embedded or average element patterns accordingly.
Pointing in different sky directions using calibration solutions and an array steering vector therefore allowed for calibrated observations of different radio sources at different times to be obtained. With the 24 hour data set retrieved from AAVS-1, it was possible to point towards different sources at different times, thus allowing observations of different sources accordingly. Figure 4 shows this 24 hour observation, calibrated using model visibilities generated with embedded element patterns with pointing towards the meridian transit coordinates for Sagittarius A*. The calibrated observation itself is pointed towards the meridian transit coordinates for Centaurus A, a radio galaxy. The same sky region towards which the array has been pointed for the observation of Centaurus A is also transited by the Vela-X pulsar and a region of the galactic plane located in Scorpius.
The radio galaxy transits the meridian at 16:20UTC on the observation date. The Vela pulsar, the brightest pulsar at the observation frequency (Manchester et al. (2005) ), transits around 2 degrees off from the same coordinates at 11:27UTC, explaining the observed peak at this time. The largest, final peak observed is the galactic plane itself transiting the same coordinates later on.
Calibration was carried out using uncalibrated and model data sets at matching 15 minute intervals as Sagittarius A* transited the meridian, starting and ending at over 60 degrees elevation. In the first test case, calibration was carried out using model visibilities generated with embedded element pattern responses. It was noted that peak power retrieved for all three transiting sources varied in this case, with an overall trend of stronger peak power retrieved after calibrating with Sagittarius A* at higher elevations, closer to the meridian, as shown in Figure 5 . This differed somewhat from calibration with model visibilities generated using an average element pattern for the array, which demonstrated less variation in calibration quality with different elevations of Sagittarius A*. This is also showcased in Figure 5 , with calibration coefficients retrieved at varying Sagittarius A* elevation and azimuth positions in this case showing a smaller residual difference in the Sagittarius A* peak retrieved. This result seems to indicate that calibration using a model simulated with an average element pattern returns more favourable and stable calibration results at different calibration source elevations, when compared with the same calibration routine using a model simulated with embedded element patterns.
The apparent improved precision in calibration coefficients retrieved in the former case is indeed unexpected, since the models in the latter simulations are expected to portray a more realistic representation of true mutual coupling effects in the array. Until independent on-site measurements of the true embedded element patterns are made, however, conclusions in this regard cannot be verified. Since the simulated embedded element patterns have not been validated for this array, comments on whether they represent true field response can be neither confirmed nor denied. This highlights the need for independent UAV measurements to be carried out, allowing for a more complete comparison to be effectively drawn. Figure 8 is a holographic representation of total power retrieved by the array in all sky directions θ, φ, with a precalibration data set showing no visible structure as opposed to the post-calibration data set, which shows the galactic plane passing through the meridian. This matches the expected observed sky at the time of retrieval of the imaged data set, shown in Figure 2 as the model sky at the meridian transit time for Sagittarius A*. In the example showcased, calibration was carried out using visibilities generated with an average element pattern.
Assessment of calibration quality at different elevations was subsequently carried out by calibrating on a strong calibrator (Sagittarius A*) at different times and then retrieving the station beam for every different pointing direction calibrated on, as demonstrated in Figure 7 . Correct analysis of the varying station beam peak power retrieved at different pointing coordinates requires an understanding of the modulation of the station beam with the primary beam itself. This effect is also required to be well characterized for an accurate comparison of the power received from different sources transiting the meridian at different altitudes. As shown in Figure 7 , a change in peak station beam power is noted when observing the same source at different elevations -in this case, the galactic core.
When pointing the station beam towards a radio source as it transits across the sky, the power received from the source is therefore expected to vary with the source altitude, depending on the average primary beam response for the array elements. This expectation labours under the assumption that the average element pattern approaches the isolated element pattern, provided that enough embedded element patterns are averaged. The isolated element pattern is defined as the antenna pattern measured in an isolated infinite plane, ergo experiencing no mutual coupling effects from neighbouring antennas.
This assumption was verified using selections of progressively larger concentric sub-arrays from the 256 AAVS-1 antennas, starting off with a sub-selection of the central 8 antennas and progressively doubling the size of the array until reaching the full 256 antenna configuration. For each sub-array selection, the corresponding average element pattern was calculated at the horizontal coordinates for the Figure 7 . Comparison of normalized peak station beam power retrieved for observations of Sagittarius A* at different elevations, observed over 4 hours with AAVS-1. The simulated average element pattern is included, with a standard deviation range identifying maximum and minimum embedded element pattern values, shown as two highlighted range regions above and below the model average pattern. The figure showcases an increasing residual difference between the observed and simulated average primary beam away from zenith, with the difference being negligible closer to zenith. The isolated element pattern is also included and demonstrates closer agreement to the observed average element pattern. transit of Sagittarius A*. This was done in order to be able to use a real observation of the galactic core's passage to verify and compare average pattern computation directly. As expected, it was observed that the model average element pattern approached the model isolated element pattern with an increasing array size. Figure 7 demonstrates the station beams retrieved for observations of Sagittarius A* carried out at different elevations over 4 hours. The station beams are displayed with a -3.0 dB cut-off, equivalent to a decrease by half in power from the highest station beam peak, normalized to 0dB. The model isolated element pattern and the model average primary beam are also displayed on the same figure. The latter was calculated by taking all 256 embedded element patterns into account, sampling power at the same discreet horizontal coordinates at which Sagittarius A* was observed.
It was noted that the average element pattern retrieved from the observation of the passage of the galactic core at different elevations was closer to the isolated element pattern than the model average element pattern. The retrieved average pattern can be determined by measuring peak station beam power at different elevations, which can be calculated from the station beams computed in Figure 7 . This calculated average element pattern, using the observation of Sagittarius A*, was found to be slightly wider than both the isolated element pattern and the model average element pat-tern, meaning that larger deviations between the observed and model average patterns were observed farther away from the quasi-zenithal pointing for the meridian transit of the galactic core.
Indeed, measurements recorded <5 degrees off the meridian pointing elevation for Sagittarius A* exhibit negligible differences between the retrieved average pattern and the modeled average or isolated primary beams. This is in contrast with measurements taken ∼15 degrees off the same meridian pointing elevation, with a difference of ∼0.2dB between the retrieved average pattern and the isolated element pattern. The difference recorded increases to ∼0.7dB when comparing the retrieved average pattern against the model average element pattern. These differences could be attributed to inaccuracies in calibration solutions or geometric pointing errors. It should be also noted that power inadvertently received from prevalent sidelobes could also result in an increased power retrieved for different array pointing coordinates. This could thus explain why the retrieved average pattern from different station beam pointing coordinates is slightly broader than both the modeled average element pattern and the isolated element pattern, with pointings further away from zenith showing an increased divergence from expected power. 
CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK
This study explored the possibility of using embedded pattern responses to simulate baseline visibilities for calibration of an AAVS-1 station. A simulator capable of producing such model visibilities for calibration was implemented, capable of using either embedded pattern responses or average pattern responses as required accordingly. Model visibilities generated using the simulator were then used for calibration with StEFCal, showing improved peak power retrieval over conventional point source calibration routines.
No significant difference between the use of embedded or average element pattern responses was noted when calibrating using StEFCal, with neither demonstrating better coefficient precision with changing calibration source elevation. Any further conclusions in this regard will only be possible with independent in-situ measurements of the embedded element patterns to validate their simulated counterparts. It was observed that on-sky calibration with sky model visibilities generated with both pattern types was successful.
As presented in this study, only direction independent effects (DIEs) are being currently considered for calibration with StEFCal. However, the calibration module will be expanded to allow calibration with StEFCal using directiondependent sky models, and as such take into account direction dependent effects (DDEs) as well. This would be expected to improve calibration solutions, and perhaps reduce the discrepancy noted between the retrieved and modeled average element patterns.
Additionally, the calibration routine architecture allows for future implementations of calibration methods other than StEFCal to be tested out and compared against calibration results from StEFCal accordingly. This would eventually allow a selection of calibration methods which can be user-defined for a particular calibration observation accordingly. With the appropriate model visibilities generated using the simulator, such a calibration routine would constitute a good prototype for calibrating SKA-Low frequency aperture array stations, on a per frequency channel basis, in real time.
APPENDICES

Appendix 1: Spherical Wave Expansion
The spherical wave expansion used for element pattern simulations at different frequencies is hereunder reproduced from Sokolowski et al. (2017) .
The term x in equation 10 is represented in equation 11. 
In equation 11, the normalization term C mn for the associated Legendre function of order n and rank |m|, P [m] n (cos θ) is given in equation 15.
Appendix 2: StEFCal
StEFCal can be showcased as shown hereunder, reproduced from Salvini & Wijnholds (2014a) .
The complex coefficient solutions G are updated after every iteration i, and the algorithm will proceed to the next iteration provided that the ratio of the Frobenius norm of the difference between the coefficients retrieved in the current and previous iterations and the Frobenius norm of the coefficients retrieved in the current iteration is not less than a tolerance level δ t . If this ratio falls below the user-defined δt, convergence is reached. Calibration is terminated either on convergence or if the user-defined number of maximum algorithm iterations, maxiter, is reached before convergence. In the latter case, the user is prompted that convergence has failed accordingly.
The complex coefficients are initialized as an identity vector I, updated after every iteration respectively. The latest coefficients retrieved from a previous iteration are used to perturb the model visibilities M :, p , in order to approach the observed visibilities V :, p . New estimates of G are calculated for every element p by considering all baselines involving element p and solving nelem linear least squares problems per iteration (per element) accordingly.
In terms of the model sky visibilities, M, and the observed sky visibilities, V, the measurement equation can be defined as shown in equation 16. The diagonal gain matrix, G, refers to the per-element errors which perturb the model to reproduce the actual observed visibilities.
In order to estimate the diagonal values of the gain matrix G, it will be necessary to minimize the Frobenius norm of the difference between the perturbed model and the observed visibilities, as demonstrated in equation 17.
In order to initialize the minimization, the first gain matrix G H is taken as the identity matrix. The Frobenius norm is the sum of the squared values for the baseline visibilities pertaining to every antenna i. It is thus possible to consequently sum over the Frobenius norms for all elements, and therefore the minimization problem can be written as in equation 18, where ||e|| F is the Frobenius norm of the error after a minimization iteration. The terms I H and M are both known, and can be collectively identified as Z. Additionally, since G is a diagonal matrix, it is also possible to redefine G as a vector g containing the diagonal values only. In this manner, equation 18 can be rewritten as in equation 19. Consequently, the minimization can be carried out by minimizing the sum of the Frobenius norms for the visibilities for every antenna's visibilities. This will allow for the calculation of every g p term for every antenna p as shown in equation 20, using the normal equations method. g p = Z H :, p · Z :, p −1 V :, p · Z H :, p
Equation 20 can be re-written as shown in the algorithm minimization computation, demonstrated in equation 21. g p = V :, p · Z H :, p Z H :, p · Z :, p
In this manner, the new estimates g for the error contributions per antenna are retrieved. In the next minimization iteration, these coefficient estimates will replace the identity matrix of initialization coefficients I H , and the minimization proceeds accordingly for every iteration. The Frobenius norm of the change in the gain estimates g between the current iteration and the previous iteration is used as a convergence criterion. When the change is below a user defined δ t , it is assumed that the retrieved g sufficiently minimizes the difference between the observed and model visibilities, and therefore accounts for the true per element errors. This convergence criterion estimation is shown in equation 22.
